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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

TED CRUZ
Not Citizen of the U.S.A.
February 22, 2016 – The American Resistance Party received an email on Sunday,
February 21, 2016, from Mark Seidenberg, State Chairman of the American
Independent Party. The email subject was titled: “Fw: California Evidence Code
section 1281 and the issue of Ted Cruz not being a Natural Born Citizen or even a
citizen of the United States.” Seidenberg wrote:
Please recall the exception of published works greater than 20 years old to the hearsay
rule.
Question should State Department Watch invest $5.16 and order a 1988 book from
Better Word Book written by Julia [Anne or Ann] G[arza]. Cruz, published by Pliegos. I
am informed that there was a prior edition published by the University of Texas, Austin
in 1982, which I can not locate a copy of on line. I can only find the 1988 edition for
current sale, with the lowest price copy at $5.16 (including shipping). The book is 500
pages long and should have biographical information about the author. It would be
shipped from Mishawaka, IN if ordered. Title is: Lo Neafantastico en Julio Cortazer.
Julia [Anne or Ann] Garza was a student at the University of Texas at Austin at the
same time that Rafael B. Cruz was attending. He fathered two children with her, viz.
1961 and 1962. I have as yet not located a record of a marriage between her and
Rafael B. Cruz in Texas on line. However, on line records start in 1966. Therefore, I
need to contact county record index for a date before the first child in 1961. Julia G.
Cruz was born on August 22, 1939 and died on May 18, 2013. She was born in
McAllen, TX and died in California on May 18, 2013. Her first Child was born in 1961
while she attended the University of Texas, Austin. Ted Cruz wrote that his dad and
Julia married in 1959. [No proof so far.]
Mirian Ceferina Cruz was born on November 22, 1961 in Austin, Texas. Julia A. Garza
Cruz received a B.A. from University of Texas, Austin in June, 1962. It is my
understanding that Rafael B. Cruz received a B. A. or B. S. degree in Math in June,
1961 for the University of Texas, Austin. By 1962 Julia was in Houston, Texas and
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gave birth to the second child in 1962 Roxana Lourdes Cruz on November 18, 1962.
Roxana Cruz is a medical doctor in Texas.
By 1967, Rafael B. Cruz is living in New Orleans, LA with his sister. I can find no
record yet of either a marriage or divorce between Rafael B. Cruz and Julia A. G. Cruz
in Texas.
Ted Cruz claims that his father and mother moved to Calgary in December, 1967. I did
find one record from mid 1967 that had Eleanor "Elizabeth" Wilson living in Toronto,
Canada. Therefore, I cannot find yet any record of Eleanor "Elizabeth" Wilson was in
the United States between the years 1960 to 1974 (about 14 years). Rafael B. Cruz
claims that he became a citizen of Canada in 1973. Rafael Edward Cruz was born in
Calgary, Alberta, Canada on December 22, 1970.
The name on the birth certificate is "Eleanor Elizabeth Wilson" as mother. An older
brother of Ted Cruz died in London, England on December 7, 1966. Ted Cruz stated
that after his half brother died his mother was divorced from Dr. Alan Boon Wilson. To
get divorced in England in the mid-1960's the wife cannot live with the husband for at
least two years. Yet she had a child in June, 1966 and claimed that Alan Boon Wilson
was the father. During press interviews of Alan Boon Wilson between January 15 to
18, 2016, Dr. Wilson claims that he was not the father of any of the children of Eleanor
Elizabeth Wilson during or after their marriage.
Note that Eleanor Elizabeth Wilson was in Canada by 1967. Two years after nine
mouth before June, 1966, would place her living with Alan Boon Wilson in October,
1965. However, that creates a date problem, because there was no gap greater than
two years after the baby was born before she was living in Canada. She would of have
to be living in England, for two years to end the marriages. That did not happen.
Eleanor Elizabeth Wilson was on the voters rolls as a Canada Citizen in 1974 with
Rafael B. Cruz in Calgary, Alberta.
Rafael Edward "Ted" Cruz, missed being born a "native" citizen of the United States by
more than 151 years. It was on January 30, 1819 that the United States Government
ceded the location of Ted Cruz birth to the British Government by treaty, viz., the
Convention of 1818. Between December 3, 1818 until January 30, 1819 the location of
the hospital where Ted Cruz was born was in the incorporated and organized Territory
of Michigan. That location was within the limits claimed by the Commonwealth of
Virginia by its Constitution on June 29, 1776. Those facts were confirmed by Lt. Z. M.
Pike, U. S. Army, on February 1, 1806 while doing a survey on the upper Mississippi
River.
Sincerely, Mark Seidenberg, Chairman, American Independent Party of California
P.S. note that I have dual United States/Canadian Citizenship. My mother was born in
Montreal.
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